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Abstract 

Background: We previously reported the utility of engineered cell sheets composed of human 

islets and supporting cells in vitro and in vivo. It is unclear which type of supporting cell is most 

suitable for constructing cell sheets with human islets. The present study aimed to compare 

human fibroblasts, bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells (BM-MSCs), and 

adipose-derived mesenchymal stem cells (ADSCs) as a supporting source for cell sheets. 

Methods: Engineered cell sheets were fabricated with human islets using human fibroblasts, 

BM-MSCs, or ADSCs as supporting cells. The islet viability, recovery rate, glucose-stimulated 

insulin release (determined by the stimulation index), and cytokine secretion (TGF-β1, IL-6, and 

VEGF) of groups—including an islet-alone group as a control—were compared. Results: All 

three sheet groups consistently exhibited higher viability, recovery rate, and stimulation index 

values than the islet-alone group. The ADSC group showed the highest viability and recovery 

rate among the three sheet groups. There were no discernible differences in the stimulation index 

values of the groups. The fibroblast group exhibited significantly higher TGF-β1 values in 

comparison to the other groups. The IL-6 level of the ADSC group was more than five times 

higher than that of the other groups. The ADSC group showed the VEGF level; however, it did 

not differ from that of the BM-MSC group to a statistically significant extent. Conclusion: 

Engineered cell sheets composed of islets and supporting cells had a cytoprotective effect on 

islets. These results suggest that individual cell types could be a more attractive source for 
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crafting engineered cell sheets in comparison to islets alone. 

 

Keywords: Islet transplantation; Fibroblast; Bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cell; 

Adipose-derived mesenchymal stem cell; Tissue engineering; Cell sheet 
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Introduction 

Since the introduction of the Edmonton protocol in 2000, clinical islet transplantation has 

become an attractive therapy for type 1 diabetes mellitus (DM).1 However, many hurdles must 

still be overcome in order to achieve the long-term survival of intraportal islet grafts.2,3 Various 

factors contribute to acute and chronic islet loss, including an instant blood-mediated 

inflammatory reaction,4,5 insufficient blood supply and immunoreactions associated with 

intraportal islet transplantation,6,7 and procedure-related complications, such as portal vein 

thrombosis and hemorrhage.8,9 To overcome these issues associated with intraportal islet 

transplantation, several studies have attempted to transplant islets at extrahepatic sites, including 

the renal subcapsular space,10 omental pouch,11,12 and subcutaneous space.3 

We previously reported a method of islet transplantation using engineered cell sheets 

composed of islets and mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) that overcomes the issue of poor 

vascularization in subcutaneous sites and succeeded in reversing DM in a rodent model.13 MSCs 

are known to improve the engraftment of islets by secreting angiogenic and anti-apoptotic 

cytokines, such as vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), hepatocyte growth factor, 

interleukin (IL)-6, IL-10, and transforming growth factor beta 1 (TGF-β1).14-18 We further 

reported that engineered cell sheets composed of human islets and human fibroblasts provided an 

ideal substrate for human islets as a source of cytokines and extracellular matrix.19 Fibroblasts 
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are easily harvested and are known to play an important role in promoting vascularization 

through the secretion of VEGF and fibroblast growth factor, and to improve islet viability.20-24 

In the clinical setting, scaffold-free engineered cell sheet technology has been applied in 

the treatment of various diseases, including conditions affecting the cornea, esophagus, heart, 

periodontal ligament, and cartilage.25 The transplantation of cell sheets composed of islets and 

supporting cells at extrahepatic sites may be beneficial for the survival and function of islets 

through both the preservation of endogenous extracellular matrix and adhesive factors and the 

secretion of several cytokines. Various cells types can be used to create engineered cell sheets, 

including MSCs and fibroblasts.14,23,26 However, the type of supporting cell that is most suitable 

for constructing cell sheets with human islets remains unclear. Furthermore, the effect and 

function of cell sheets composed of islets and supporting cells must be thoroughly evaluated 

before introducing this technology to the clinical setting.  

We used human fibroblasts, human bone marrow-derived MSCs (BM-MSCs), and human 

adipose-derived MSCs (ADSCs) to construct cell sheets with human islets. We aimed to compare 

fibroblasts, BM-MSCs, and ADSCs as a supporting source for cell sheets. 
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Materials and methods  

Human islets, fibroblasts, BM-MSCs, and ADSCs 

Human islets were isolated from deceased multiorgan donors at the University of Alberta in 

accordance with the guidelines of the Ethics Committee at the University of Alberta as 

previously described27 and were shipped to the Nagasaki University. Consent for the use of islets 

in research was obtained from the donors’ next-of-kin. Human dermal fibroblasts were purchased 

from the Japanese Collection of Research Bioresources Cell Bank (Osaka, Japan). Human 

BM-MSCs and ADSCs were purchased from Lonza (Walkersville, MD, USA). All experiments 

were conducted at Nagasaki University in accordance with the guidelines of the Ethics 

Committee at the Nagasaki University Graduate School of Biomedical Sciences. 

 

Construction of cell sheets 

Fibroblasts, BM-MSCs, or ADSCs were seeded onto a 35-mm-diameter temperature-responsive 

culture dish (UpCell®; CellSeed, Tokyo, Japan) at a density of 0.5×106 cells/dish to construct a 

base cell sheet. After 3 days of culture at 37°C in a humidified air atmosphere with 5% CO2, 

islets (500 islet equivalent [IEQ]) were seeded onto each culture dish. After an additional 3 days 

of co-culture in CMRL 1066 tissue culture media (Mediatech, Manassas, VA, USA), cell sheets 

composed of islets and fibroblasts, BM-MSCs, or ADSCs were constructed. The cell sheets were 

detached freely from the dish by reducing the culture temperature from 37°C to 20°C. The cell 
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sheets were then used in experiments. As a control, islets (500 IEQ) were cultured in CMRL 

1066 tissue culture media using a 35-mm dish with an ultra-low-attachment surface (Corning 

Life Sciences, Corning, NY, USA) for 3 days. Thus, there were four groups: islets-alone without 

a sheet, and islets with a fibroblast, BM-MSC, or ADSC sheet. 

 

Immunohistochemistry 

Insulin staining was performed to confirm the presence of β cells within cell sheets. After the 

detachment of cell sheets, they were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA; Wako Pure 

Chemical Industries Ltd., Osaka, Japan). Cell sheets were embedded in paraffin (Paraplast Plus; 

Leica Biosystems Inc., Richmond, IL, USA). Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E; Muto Pure 

Chemicals Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) staining was performed according to the standard protocol. 

For immunohistochemical staining, the sections were deparaffinized with xylene and rehydrated 

with a graded ethanol series. Consecutive sections were incubated with 10% hydrogen peroxide 

to quench endogenous peroxidases, blocked with 20% non-specific serum, and incubated with 

primary antibodies (1/1000 mouse anti-insulin; DAKO Mississauga, Ontario, Canada) for 60 

minutes. Sections were washed three times with PBS and incubated with biotinylated goat 

anti-mouse secondary antibodies (1:200; Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA, USA) for 60 

minutes followed by activin-biotin enzyme complex with 

3,3-diaminobenzidinetetrahydrochloride chromagen and counterstained with H&E. Negative 
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controls were incubated without primary antibodies and human pancreas sections were used as 

positive controls. All slides were visualized with an Axioscope II equipped with AxioCam MRC 

and analyzed with the Axiovision software program (ver. 4.6, Carl Zeiss, Gottingen, Germany). 

 

Islet viability and recovery rate 

Calcein-acetoxymethyl and propidium iodide (Cellstain Double Staining Kit; Dojindo, 

Kumamoto, Japan) were used to assess the viability of the islets. The assay solution was 

prepared as follows: 10 μl of Solution A (1 mmol/l Calcein-AM/DMSO) and 15 μl of Solution B 

(1.5mmol/l PI/purified water) were mixed in 5 ml of D-PBS as staining solution. A 35-mm dish 

was washed with PBS and incubated with staining solution for 15 minutes at 37°C. Islet viability 

was determined by counting the viable cells (yellowish-green fluorescent staining) and 

non-viable cells (red fluorescent staining) under a fluorescence microscope (Nikon). Total 

viability was calculated by dividing the number of viable cells by the total number of cells 

assessed. Because the islet mass is known to decrease during culturing,27 we evaluated the islet 

recovery rate by assessing the islet mass based on the IEQ at baseline and on day 3 after 

co-culture. 

 

Insulin secretion assay 
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We conducted a glucose-stimulated insulin secretion test, as previously described.19 In brief, 

Krebs solution was prepared by adding 25 mM 2-[4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazinyl] ethane 

sulfonic acid, 115 mM NaCl, 24 mM NaHCO3, 5 mM KCl, 1 mM MgCl2•6H2O, 0.1% bovine 

serum albumin, and 2.5 mM CaCl2•2H2O (Wako Pure Chemical Industries). Islets alone (without 

sheets) and cell sheets composed of islets and supporting cells were sequentially incubated for 

1 h in Krebs solution containing 2.8 and 28 mM glucose. The supernatant was collected after 

each incubation period, and the insulin concentration was measured by an enzyme-linked 

immunosorbent assay (ELISA) using an Abcam ELISA Kit (Cambridge, MA, USA) according to 

the manufacturer’s instructions. The stimulation index was calculated by dividing the amount of 

insulin secreted under a high glucose concentration by the amount secreted under a low glucose 

concentration. We performed a glucose-stimulated insulin secretion test on day 3 after co-culture. 

 

Measurement of cytokine secretion 

Prior to detachment of the cell sheets, the culture media were collected and frozen at −80°C until 

use. We used an ELISA Kit (Abcam) to measure the secretion of TGF-β1, IL-6, and VEGF 

(human cytokines) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 

 

Statistical analysis 

All data are expressed as the mean ± standard error of the mean. The results were analyzed by a 
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one-way analysis of variance and a post hoc Tukey’s test. P values of <0.05 were considered to 

indicate statistical significance. The GraphPad PRISM version 5 software program (GraphPad 

Software, San Diego, CA, USA) was used for the statistical analyses. 
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Results 

Characteristics of the transported human islets 

We transported human islets from five donors. It took three days for the human islets to be 

transported to Nagasaki from Alberta. The details (age, sex, cause of death, cold ischemic time, 

transported IEQ/viability/purity) are shown in Table 1. The health statuses of the donors prior to 

death were as follows: Donor Nos. 1 and 3 (no particular conditions); Donor No. 2, splenectomy 

and cholecystectomy in 1985 due to complication from lupus/hemolytic anemia; Donor No. 4, 

aneurysm repair in 2016; and Donor No. 5, hypothyroidism since 2002. 

 

Characteristics of the cell sheets  

Upon the arrival of the human islets from the University of Alberta, we confirmed the 

morphological integrity of the islets by dithizone staining (Fig. 1a, 1b, 1c). After 3 days of 

co-culturing the islets with a base cell sheet, each cell sheet composed of islets and the 

supporting cells was detached from the dish by reducing the temperature to 20°C. 

Macroscopically, the islets appeared to be well adhered to the sheets (Fig. 2a). A histological 

examination revealed the presence of intact islets attached to each cell sheet as well as 

insulin-positive cells within the islets. Figures 2b and 2c show an example of a cell sheet 

composed of islets and ADSCs. 
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The effects of cell sheets on islet viability and the recovery rate 

The islet viability of the islet-alone, fibroblast, BM-MSC, and ADSC groups was 22.7%±5.8%, 

63.9%±3.2%, 33.8%±3.8%, and 76.1%±4.5%, respectively (Fig. 3). With the exception of the 

BM-MSC group, all sheet groups exhibited significantly higher viability than the islet-alone 

group. The ADSC group showed the highest viability among the three sheet groups; however, 

the viability of the ADSC and fibroblast groups did not differ to a statistically significant extent. 

Six to nine independent experiments were performed in each group with four separate donors to 

assess the viability. The islet recovery rates are shown in Figure 4. With the exception of the 

BM-MSC group, all sheet groups showed significantly higher recovery rates in comparison to 

the islet-alone group. Although the ADSC group showed the highest recovery rate, the recovery 

rate did not differ among the three sheets groups to a statistically significant extent. Six to nine 

independent experiments were performed in each group with three separate donors to assess the 

recovery rate. 

 

Glucose-stimulated insulin release 

Unexpectedly, the stimulation index values during the glucose-stimulated insulin release assay of 

all groups were <1 (Fig. 5). However, the stimulation index values of all cell sheet groups were 

significantly higher than that of the islet-alone group. No significant differences were observed 
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in the stimulation index values of the sheets groups. To assess the stimulation indices, 8–15 

independent experiments were performed in each group with three separate donors. 

 

Secretion of cytokines during co-culture 

The cytokine secretion results are shown in Figures 6–8. As expected, the cytokine secretion 

levels (TGF-β1, IL-6, and VEGF) in the islet-alone group were the lowest among the four groups 

and were always significantly lower than those of at least two sheet groups. The TGF-β1 levels 

of the islet-alone, fibroblast, BM-MSC, and ADSC groups were 0.61±0.01, 2.17±0.05, 1.66±0.10, 

and 1.63±0.10 ng/ml, respectively (Fig. 6). The secretion of TGF-β1 in the fibroblast group was 

significantly higher than that in the other sheets groups (p<0.05). The IL-6 levels of the 

islet-alone, fibroblast, BM-MSC, and ADSC groups were 2.73±0.3, 20.9±2.1, 46.3±4.2, and 

228.0±19.4 ng/ml, respectively (Fig. 7). The IL-6 level of ADSC group was significantly higher 

than that in the other sheet groups, and was five times higher than that in the BM-MSC group. 

The VEGF levels of the islet-alone, fibroblast, BM-MSC, and ADSC groups were 1.15±0.15, 

2.2±0.09, 5.4±0.31, and 6.6±0.75 ng/ml, respectively (Fig. 8). The ADSC group showed the 

highest VEGF secretion level of the three sheet groups; however, the value did not differ from 

that in the BM-MSC group to a statistically significant extent. Nine to 12 independent 

experiments with three separate donors were performed to assess the cytokine secretion levels of 

each group. 
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Discussion 

In the present in vitro study, we successfully fabricated cell sheets with human islets using three 

types of human-derived supporting cells. We also demonstrated that, in comparison to islets 

alone, all three cell sheets exerted cytoprotective effects on human islets, likely through the 

secretion of several cytokines or growth factors. Although individual cell types may be a more 

attractive source for crafting engineered cell sheets than islets alone, the favorable results 

observed in the ADSC group, including islet viability and cytokine secretion, suggest that using 

ADSCs to create tissue-engineered cell sheets with human islets is suitable in the clinical setting. 

To our knowledge, this is the first report to investigate the ideal cell source for cell sheets 

composed of islets and supporting cells by comparing individual human-derived cell types. 

Cell sheets composed of islets and supporting cells have been shown to have beneficial 

effects on the survival and function of human islets in previous reports, as they maintain the 

natural structure of the islets and preserve the extracellular matrix components.13,19 A 

temperature-responsive culture dish is coated with poly (N-isopropylacrylamide), which changes 

from hydrophobic to hydrophilic at temperatures of <32°C. Cells cultured on such a dish can 

thus be harvested as monolayer cell sheets without trypsinization by simply decreasing the 

culture temperature. In the present study, we fabricated cell sheets with human islets using three 

types of human-derived supporting cells, and all types of cell sheets composed of islets and 

supporting cells exerted cytoprotective effects on human islets. These results suggest that human 
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islet transplantation with cell sheets may have beneficial effects in comparison to the 

transplantation of islets alone. Cell sheets can be fabricated simply and efficiently with the use of 

commercially available temperature-responsive culture dishes. In addition, cell sheets composed 

of islets and supporting cells are easy to manipulate in culture dishes. We believe that these cell 

sheets will be applied in extrahepatic islet transplantation. 

Unexpectedly, the stimulation indices during the glucose-stimulated insulin release assay 

of all groups were <1. However, the stimulation index values of all cell sheet groups were 

significantly higher than that of the islet-alone group. Park et al. reported that MSC monolayers 

improved the survival and function of islets.28,29 However, several authors conversely reported 

that direct co-culturing did not improve the islet function.30,31 In the present study, cell sheets 

composed of islets and supporting cell seemed to contribute to the improvement of the islet 

function, regardless of the type of cell. This benefit might be derived from the maintenance of 

the natural structure of islets by cell sheets. The cell-to-cell junctions have been reported to play 

an important role in the secretion of insulin.32  

The three cytokines investigated in the present study (TGF-β1, IL-6, and VEGF) were 

selected because they have been reported to have beneficial effects on islets.14,28,29 TGF-β1 

stimulates the production of heat shock protein 32 and X-linked inhibitor of apoptosis protein.33 

Heat shock protein 32 has a protective effect on islets and suppresses inflammatory reactions and 

oxidative stress.34,35 X-linked inhibitor of apoptosis protein is known to have an anti-apoptotic 
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effect on β cells.36,37 IL-6 is a multifunctional cytokine produced by both lymphoid and 

non-lymphoid cells, including macrophages, fibroblasts, and endothelial cells, and is involved in 

antigen-specific immune responses and inflammatory reactions.38,39 IL-6 has been shown to 

prevent the functional impairment of IFN-γ-, TNF-α-, and IL-1β-treated mouse islets and is 

considered to have an anti-apoptotic effect on islets.14,40 With regard to the protective mechanism, 

it is assumed that IL-6 induces the expression of Bcl-2 and Bcl-xL,14,41 which have been reported 

as anti-apoptotic signaling molecules in β cells.42,43 Thus, even though the expression of Bcl-2 

and Bcl-xL was not investigated in the present study, IL-6 secretion may be related to decreased 

islet cell death and the maintenance of the recovery rate. Of note, the IL-6 secretion in the ADSC 

group was more than five times higher than in the other sheet groups. 

     Regarding extrahepatic sites, the subcutaneous space seems to be an attractive 

transplantation site for several reasons. It provides an adequate space to accommodate a large 

volume of islets and prevents acute islet loss due to instant blood-mediated inflammatory 

reactions. In addition, subcutaneous transplantation does not require general anesthesia, and the 

transplanted islets can be safely removed or biopsied if needed. However, subcutaneous 

transplantation has been suggested to be associated with a lack of graft viability, as the 

superficial tissue oxygen tension is relatively low in comparison to other vascularized organs.44 

One of the most impressive findings of the present study was that the secretion of VEGF in the 

ADSC and BM-MSC groups was significantly higher in comparison to the other groups. VEGF 
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has been shown to induce revascularization, angiogenesis, and the proliferation of endothelial 

cells in islet grafts after transplantation. These results suggest that islet engraftment would be 

promoted under hypoxic conditions, such as in the subcutaneous space, when ADSC or 

BM-MSC sheets are utilized. One possible advantage of ADSCs over BM-MSCs may be their 

high affinity for the subcutaneous space, as ADSCs are originally isolated from subcutaneous 

tissues.  

The characteristics of the MSC donors, including their age, sex, and basal disease status, 

influence the therapeutic potential of MSCs.45 Hayward et al. reported that MSCs from patients 

with psoriatic arthritis (an autoimmune disease in which the joints are targeted for immune attack 

and inflammation) had a detrimental effect on the ability of neonatal pig islets to reverse DM.46 

The authors suggested that these MSCs had functional impairments, such as reduced VEGF 

expression levels or reduced anti-inflammatory effects. In the present study, we used MSCs that 

had been obtained from a healthy donor by a company. To improve the outcomes of islet 

transplantation, it will be necessary to examine and optimize the conditions of cell sheets 

composed of islets with supporting cells, including the number of islets, the duration for which 

the cells are cultured, and the donor characteristics. The characteristics of the MSC donor should 

be considered in both research and the clinical setting. 

     The present study is associated with a limitation that warrants mention. The human islets 

were transported for a long distance, as it is difficult to obtain human islets at present of Japan. 
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Transported human islets have been valuable and have contributed to the continued progress of 

islet-based basic research. Yamashita et al. reported that dispersed islet cells obtained from 

long-distance-transported human islets were valuable for basic medical research, despite the vast 

distance over which they had been transported.47 In contrast, although the conditions of 

transportation or handling of human islets would have been similar, the islets used in the present 

study might not have had typical characteristics. Thus, our results might not be generalizable to 

healthier islets. We strongly recognize that it is ideal to use human islets as soon as possible after 

isolation. Future studies should therefore attempt to avoid using long-distance-transported human 

islets. 

In conclusion, we showed that engineered cell sheets composed of islets and supporting cells had 

favorable effects on the outcome. Their cytoprotective effects and their effects on the secretion of 

several cytokines and growth factors were superior in comparison to the islet-alone group. These 

results suggest that individual cell types could be a more attractive source for crafting engineered 

cell sheets than islets alone. Cell sheets composed of islets and supporting cells may prove useful 

for extrahepatic islet transplantation.  
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Figure legends 

Figure 1. (a) The morphological integrity of the human islets. (b) Human islets stained with 

dithizone for characterization. Scale bar: 100 μm. (c) A whole image of shipped human islets 

with dithizone. Scale bar: 500 μm. 

 

Figure 2. (a) After 3 days of co-culturing islets with a base cell sheet, cell sheets composed of 

islets and supporting cells were detached from the dish by reducing the temperature to 20°C. 

Scale bar: 10 mm. (b) H&E staining of a detached cell sheet composed of human islets (black 

arrow) and ADSCs (white arrow). Scale bar: 100 μm. (c) Insulin staining was performed to 

confirm the presence of β cells within cell sheets. Insulin-positive cells within the islets were 

detected on cell sheets composed of human islets (black arrow) and ADSCs (white arrow). Scale 

bar: 100 μm. 

 

Figure 3. The islet viability. (a)The ADSC group showed the highest viability (76.1%±4.5%); 

however, the value did not differ from that of the fibroblast group to a statistically significant 

extent (63.9%±3.2%). *p<0.05. (b) Representative merged images of the viability staining by 

calcein-AM and PI. Viable cells were stained green and dead cells were stained red. (c) The 

majority of cells located in the central area of the islets were dead. 
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Figure 4. The islet recovery rate. The islet recovery rates of the ADSC (81.2±4.1%) and 

fibroblast sheet (78.5±3.9%) groups were similar and higher than in the islet-alone group at 3 

days after cultivation. *p<0.05. 

 

Figure 5. Glucose-stimulated insulin release. The stimulation index values of all cell sheet 

groups were significantly higher than that of the islet-alone group. No significant differences 

were observed in the stimulation index values of the sheet groups. The stimulation index values 

of the islet-alone, fibroblast, BM-MSC, and ADSC groups were 0.11±0.04, 0.44±0.08, 0.64±0.09, 

and 0.44±0.07, respectively. *p<0.05. 

 

Figure 6. The TGF-β1 levels. The fibroblast group showed significantly higher TGF-β1 levels 

(2.17±0.05 ng/ml) than the other groups (p<0.05). The TGF-β1 levels of the islet-alone, 

fibroblast, BM-MSC, and ADSC groups were 0.61±0.01, 2.17±0.05, 1.66±0.10, and 1.63±0.10 

ng/ml, respectively. *p<0.05. 

 

Figure 7. The IL-6 levels. The ADSC group showed significantly higher IL-6 levels 

(228.0±19.4 ng/ml) than the other groups. The IL-6 levels of the islet-alone, fibroblast, BM-MSC, 

and ADSC groups were 2.73±0.3, 20.9±2.1, 46.3±4.2, and 228.0±19.4 ng/ml, respectively. 

*p<0.05. 
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Figure 8. The VEGF levels. The ADSC group showed the highest VEGF secretion level 

(6.6±0.75 ng/ml); however, the level was not significantly different from that in the BM-MSC 

group (5.4±0.31 ng/ml). The VEGF levels of the islet-alone, fibroblast, BM-MSC, and ADSC 

groups were 1.15±0.15, 2.2±0.09, 5.4±0.31, and 6.6±0.75 ng/ml, respectively. *p<0.05. 
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